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-4show that not every for m of kart�ria constitutes courage (192C3"'."4), and
explicitly concludes that some particular kind of karteria (foolish) is not
courage.·

But then Laches never said that every form of endurance constitu ted

courage, but only that courage was karteris tis,

The conclusion at 192Dl0,
ton son logon)

a certain k ind of endurance.

"Then wise endurance according to your

view

(kata

would be courage" need not therefore be seen as a refutation

of Laches first view, but as an elaboration, or filling in of the specif:ic

kind of endurance which constitutes courage,

as given in Laches first formu

lation at 192Bl0.
Why couldn't Charmides have made a similar move to that depicted in the

Laches?

Given that Socrates' argument shows that not all quj,etness is sophron,

and t hat quietness per se is consequently an inadequate characteristic in terms
of which to define sophrosune, what follows concerning sophrosune as

hesukhiotes tis?

What is there to prevent our imagining Charmides to have

read the Laches and to anawer:
is,

of course not all qu�atness is sophron;

as I said from the beginning,

stitutes sophrosune,

it

orily ·a certain kind cf quietness which con-:- ,

A reasonable answer to this question might refer us back to the first

difference I noted, and point out the considerable distinction between quali
fying a definition by· some internal mod:i,fication (wise endurani;e as against
endurance neat)

and qualifying a definition by specifying circumstances i n

which the definition is not appropriate.

It may be licit to qualify a defi

nition in the former way but not in the latter; perhaps that doesn't count

in any important sense

as

a qualification in the definition,

but merely as a

recognition that there are certain circumstances in which the definition
·

doesn't work.

This answer shows that the work can't be done in any simple way such as

is accomplished in the Laches.

It remains, however, true that the argument

which shows quietness not to constitute a defining characteristic of sophrosune
allows the possibility that some modification might have made sense of the

definition,

and that Socrates' conclusion at 160B7, ·ouk ara hesukhiotes tis

he sophrosune an eie,

is too strong.

But it is Socrates' conclusion, and it

shows that we cannot facilel y suppose, withoutsaying something more, that

Plato might have intended,

or even allowed,

in our understanding of sophrosune.

as

quietness to serve

.

.

an element

.

.

.

I have sketched the quite different directions taken by the arguments

of the Charmides and Laches because they seem to me to represent two dialect
ically polar attitudes which Plato invites us to enjoy with respect to the.
nunsatisfactory" definitions of these aporetic dialogues.

itself;

I shall suggest,

It is the dialogue.

which is meant to resolve this opposition, which

performs the office of making acceptible the unacceptable,

of so to speak

"saving the phenomena" of our common 4efinitional understanding.
Many commentators,

in spite of the apparent strength of So.crat�s' con

clusion at 160B7, have tried to steer a double course, wishing to see

quietness as an element in a vulgar or prereflective understanding of sophros�ne,,

but not as a satisfactory 'element in the refined,

philosophical account which

.,

-5Socrates demands.

This attempt may take several forms;

sometimes quietness is

said to constitute the outer manifestation of an inner determinative character.·

which is being sought, sometimes the style rather than content of a v i rtuous·
disposition, sometimes merely a traditional behavioural as against refined
Platonic (where this often means intellectualistic)

account

•

.All these attempts, it seems to me, are founded upon the proper recognition

that the account of sophrosune as quietness must in some sense be correct, if
only in specifying what Santas has called evidence-conditions of the virtue.

But Plato, ·I think,;:wants to say something stronger than that; sophrosune as
quietness, lika .. definitions generally in the early Socratic dialogues, must be

. ultimately t�lken: up
from the·dialogue.

-

aufgehoben - into the final understanding meant to emerge

Our task,

like that of the.dialogue's characters, is to
understand exactly in what sense quietness is to be included in the definition
of sophrosune.
For us, that understanding ought to take place both at a sub
stantive ·and at a formal level.

We should, I mean, understand in what specific

sense quietness is said to be a constituent element in the virtue of sophrosurie,

·

but also try to· understand the general relationship between the definitions·
within a. dialogue, and the ultimate understanding �1hich is meant to emerge from
that dialogue.

IV.
The form of F, just because it is a principle of integrity atid unity for
particular entities which are instances of F insofar as they are F, is at the
same time a principle ·of integrity and unity for the various accounts of what'·
it is .to be, F.

in the Republic

The competing and potentially disintegrative accounts ·of

jus:t!i.ce

are media:::.ed and brought into the unity which constitutes

.
them as (better or worse) accounts of justice by Justice Itself, in the· same ,
way that,(the· vanious and differe.nt-instances of justice are brought :into· that
unity which-: .constitutes. them all as instances of. justice by Justice Itself.
The form has sovereignty-over logos a<; well as.ergon.
It ·determines, that is,
the structure of our theoretical talk about the .world, what we say' 'about what
counts as F and. what. it is to:be .F; as much as dt determines the bound structure
of the entities themselves whi.ch are :F.
This .is merely to recognize,. after
,

,

all, .as. is: recogniz.ed.-throughout" the dialogues,
,
that language is itself an image
of the r
. eaL, .The ·objective necessity of: the intelligible world is thus mirrored
in the necessary S·tructure of our logos· ?bout· that world;
that dialogues cannot go any old way.

·

it is for this reason

(This phenomenon is called truth�

The cntological status of an account of what it is to be F,. then, is
similar to the ontological status of an instance of F in that neither in itself
constitutes,;

but each is only an image (of a very different sort,) of th e
Since a logos

principle of being F, the form of F, which transcends both.

specifying what it is to be F, an account of F, is an image of but does not
embody or constitute the form of F, any such logos may succeed or fail as· a
vehicle for the noetic understanding of the form.

That understanding, which

has as its object an entity transcending both logoi and the entities whose
being logoipresent an account of,

and which consequently itself transcends both
the understanding .of dianoia, and the

the understanding which is of logoi,

understanding of instantial entities, the minimal grounded trust of pistis that understanding is achieved by dialectic.

For it is here, in the discursive

activity mimetically sh9wn us in the dialogues themselves, that understanding

·' �· ;

-6may arise out of the dialectical confrontation between differing logoi.
The
process mirrors that in which "the form flashes forth11 when d if feren t instances
of justice,

like firesticks,

are rubbed against one another.

(Republic, 435A)

The understanding which emerges dialectically from this process must not
be thought of as associated with another specific logos, an account which
capture s specifically the form, j ust as the form must not, as we know from the
beginning of the Parmenides, be thought of as another individual entity in the
man if old governed by it.
This is part of the sense in which preliminary
definitions and accounts are not merely provisional and propaedeutic, but are
in some important sense correct.
For the process of elenchus is not a·process
of rejection relative to a preferred logos, but a process of katharsis, of
purifying the elements of traditional orthodox wisdom and of the common under
standing as embodied in logos.
In the larger sense, dialectic itself, as we know from the Sophist, is·
kathartic, in that it transforms an opaque an d refractive account into a.
transp arent medium for the noetic presentation of the form.
I m e an to use the
here in a very deliberate sense.
That is transp arent which
is both a necessary medium for the appearance of some entity and does not prove,

word. '.transparent'

through its own opacity, inhibitory to that appearance.
We are accustomed to
think of transparency on a certain visual model as a second best to the
existence of no intervening entity at all; the ideal situation, we suppose, is
that there be nothing between subject and object.

Failing that, we settle for

the in t erve ntion of a transparent being through which, with g reate r or les ser
degrees of difficulty,

This model suppo ses a scale of

the object may appear.

desi rability ranging.from the existence of an intervening opaque enti ty to the
intervention of no entity at all, with transparency somewhere in the middle.
This may indeed be an appropriate model in terms of which to talk about vision.
(Aristotle thought that even there it was incorrect (de Anima,

419al5-20), but

that was because he tho u gh t light was the activity of a transparent substance.)
In other cases, however, it's clear that opacity and t he existence of no medium
present the·same difficulty.
appearance is prevented,

In both situations,

though in different ways,

in the one because an opaque entity gets in the way,

in the other because there is no medium t hrough which the object can appear.
The . mode l which we need in such cases is one which makes transparency the ideal,
and the opacity and non-existence of the medium two modes of falling short of
that ideal.

On this model,

the transparent1

the diaphanous,

does not allow

app ea rance negat ively and incidentally; it is the medium, the necessary agent
of appearance .

{For a witty version of what it would be like for this logic

to govern ' the visual world,

see Magritte's La lunette d'approche.)

It is·not only cases of imaging and appear i n g ,

instances of intentional

contexts in which certain entities intend toward others, which dem and the
existence of bei ngs transparent in this sense.

Contexts equally familiar to

us are those which require transparent principles of coherence and relationship.
Aristotle ' s discussion of form at Metaphysics Z,

17�

for example,

argument in the opening of the Parmenides is avuncular),
Form is indispensible to the being of an entity;

(to which the

makes just this poi nt .

it is the principle of its

elements bein g brought together in such a way as to constitute that entit y .
Consequently the entity cannot do without form and still be that entity ; but
neither;-as Aris t otle argues, can the form itself be another element in the
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-3None of this, which I claim follows from Plato's understanding of logos
and form, means that one definition cannot be better than another.
only that no definition,

It means

no matter how good, can be guaranteed to provide

the understanding of that being which it attempts to articulate, and specifically,
no account can be judged adequate by virtue of its form alone.

Furthermore,

it means that the likelihood of any given account being capable of transparency
without the supporting structure of dialectic is slight; only as the form itself
comes to be understood in the process of dialectical exploration,

does the sense

in which the form can be expressed in this or that account becomes clear.

Just

as learning means learning how to experience particulars, how to see things for
what they are,

so that their being shines through them, so it means learning

how to read theory, how to hear a logos 1
in short, to understand.

from 1i1hat perspective to listen,

ground of meaning and perspective which dialectic gives them�
"rejected."

But insofar as they need only be correctly read

they must be

by

experienced eyes

they need not be rejected, but only redeemed by

and an understanding mind,
coming to be understood.

how,

I nsofar as definitions still lock· that richer back

This is the opposition of which I spoke earlier,

an

opposition, I think, the resolution of which lies at least implicit in each
dialogue.
Ultimately the dialogues are exercises in the redemptive appropriation
of connuon wisdom.

Sometimes this appropriation is ironic and witty,

as when

Socrates assures his young friends that they are right who claim that philosophers
are a half-dead lot deserving of death, but donit understand the sense in which
they're right, and then proceeds to lead them through a series of arguments
which reveals this sense and reveals it as philosophically significant.
most times it is earnest and straightforward,

At

as in the inquiry into the

meaning of 11know yourselfr.i or "give to each his due."
It is this quality which makes Plato's dialogues pedagogically so powerful.
they teach us what kind of a task appropriation is, what it means

At their best,

to attempt to salvage orthodoxy from the shambles of forgetfulness and

of the

tradition's infidelity to itself in which we so often find it .

An examination of the method by which dialogues perform the maieutic task
of bringing forth the understanding implicit in our knowledge, or, to shift
metaphors, the katharsis which allows ou r talk and thinking about the world to

It
reveal it, would constitute an examinatioc1 of Plato's theory of dialectic.
would need to consider the complex nexus of relations between tradition, formula,
example, and speaker, the effect o f elenchus, the role of the mimetic character
the place of the constantly deflected point of view, in short
I have tried to settle here for the
the whole art of Plato's dialectic poetry.
small claim that definitions must be properly understood, and that when properly

of the arguments,

understood are often right.
v

There is an intermediate,

'journeyman', stage in the cultivation of arts
a stage at which the artisan achieves control and mastery as the
result of successful effort.
Such control signals the superior strength or
skill which the agent has achieved over the forces with which he is 'i.rorking;
and skills,

he has gained victory over them.

But there is also a mastery which is beyond
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